formulas to quantify cumulative RI over sequential reproductive barriers (Ramsey 66 et al. 2003) ; corrections for unequal species frequencies and allochrony (Martin and 67 Willis 2007); and the integration of these developments into RI indices that 68 maintain a linear relation to the probability of gene flow -a desirable property 69 when comparing populations and species (Sobel and Chen 2014) . 70
Despite this growing diversity and sophistication of RI indices, and of the studies 71 using them, two deficiencies of current methods remain apparent. First, although RI 72 is commonly asymmetrical (e.g., Lowry Why a more complete statistical framework for RI estimation has not emerged may 88 partly stem from the fact that the calculation of RI is frequently complexified by the 89 need to correct for contingency and the effects of reproductive barriers not under 90 scrutiny, or to combine the effects of several barriers (Sobel and Chen 2014) . 91
Accounting for asymmetry in RI would further complexify existing formulas and 92 pose a substantial challenge regarding the construction of confidence intervals and 93 significance tests for these indices. 94
We suggest that these issues can be resolved by focusing attention on estimating the 95 probabilities of gene flow -rather than RI per se -induced by both within-and 96 between-species crosses. Focusing on the probabilities of gene flow facilitates 97 statistical estimation, from field data, of contingency-independent RI indices (in 98 both cross directions) at any reproductive barrier or over any arbitrary sequence of 99 barriers. Moreover, this approach naturally lends itself to Bayesian uncertainty 100 analysis. In other branches of ecology and evolution, Bayesian techniques have long 101 been popular for numerous reasons, including: they provide a natural paradigm to 102 account for multiple sources of uncertainty; they facilitate the incorporation of prior 103 knowledge; they are applicable to a wide variety of models; and inference based on 104 posterior distributions of model parameters is easy and intuitive (Gelman et 
Methods
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Modeling sequential reproductive barriers 111 Consider two species A and B interacting at a reproductive barrier. Let GXY denote 112 the probability that an individual sampled from the next generation comes from an 113 X×Y cross (with X, Y ∈ {A,B} and the maternal species always noted first) in the 114 absence of further isolation after the barrier. Thus, GXY is the potential gene flow 115 (which we may simply call "gene flow" afterwards) induced by X×Y crosses. Let 116 G={GAA, GBB, GAB, GBA} be the set of all such proportions, which sum to one. 117
Estimating RI as the decrease of interspecific gene flow (Sobel and Chen 2014) 118 requires a measure of gene flow that is independent of contingency. We call these 119 contingency-independent gene flow rates "barrier porosities" to convey that they 120 solely depend on phenotypic differences expressed at the barrier. We denote barrier 121 porosities as ß={ßAA, ßBB, ßAB, ßBA}, these sum to one and each ßXY element equals 1/4 122 in the absence of RI. Contrarily to postzygotic barriers that increase progeny mortality, prezygotic 164 barriers do not usually incur a fitness cost to parents. Hence, prezygotic isolation 165 must be modeled in such a way that it does not directly affect fitness. To do so, we 166 express the proportion of XY zygotes (that we expect if no isolation exists after the 167 studied barrier) among those having a mother from species X: In order to derive GXY, the relative contribution of species X females to the next 170 generation (GXA + GXB) must be specified. If, at the focal barrier, female reproductive 171 success does not vary between the species, then GXA + GXB is the frequencies of 172 species X in females, which we call fx, and equation 7 becomes: 173 reproductive success between females is not warranted, alternative formulations for 187 equations 8 and 10 may be desirable. Such developments should be tailored to the 188 specifics of the biological system and are beyond the scope of the current work. 189
Once obtained, barrier porosities can be used to model a sequence of b barriers 190 with porosities ß 1 … ß b . The product of these porosities is proportional to the 191 probability that genes from two parents flow through all these barriers to eventually 192 produce an offspring. The combined porosity of these barriers to X×Y gene flow is 193 thus given by: 194
(11) 195 whose denominator ensures that the combined porosities of all four XY 196 combinations sum to one. 197
Equations 5 and 8 permit barrier porosities ßXY, hence RI, to be estimated via 198 statistical techniques that confront modelled gene flows GXY with data collected at 199 different points of the reproductive cycle. We will demonstrate this approach with a 200 Bayesian implementation. Alternatively, a simpler approach would use equations 6 201 or 10 to obtain point estimates of barrier porosities by specifying GXY according to 202
observations (examples given in Table 1 ). 203 Most spermatophores (1812 of the 1990 extracted) were successfully genotyped 330 (missing data is discussed in supporting text I). Interspecific inseminations were 331 detected at all sites (Table 1) and involved 1.38% of genotyped spermatophores.
Study model
The proportion of MCMC samples in which RI pre differed between sites was ~0.001, 334 providing only negligible evidence for between-site variation. In terms of 335 asymmetry, RI pre was stronger in A×B crosses than in the opposite direction, ∆ pre 336 being positive ( Figure 2G ). Other barriers showed little evidence for asymmetry, as 337 posterior distributions of directional RI indices for reciprocal crosses largely 338 overlapped (∆ not shown). 339
Results support positive post-insemination isolation against B×A hybrids of the 340 progeny ( +* WX[\ , Figure 2B ), meaning these hybrids were less frequent than 341 expected from cross-inseminations. The absence of hybrid genotypes in mature 342 adults (Table 2) We detected that pre-insemination RI significantly differs according to the direction 413 of crosses (Figure 2A (Bournez 419 et al. 2015) . In comparison to laboratory studies, the asymmetry we observed 420 involves much higher levels of RI (Figure 2A ). This suggests that asymmetry in pre-421 zygotic isolation can persist late in the speciation process, as does prezygotic RI in 422 general (e.g., Coyne and Orr 1997; Mallet et al. 2007; Merrill et al. 2011) , and/or that 423 premating RI can be higher in the field than in the laboratory (Jennings and Etges 424 2010) . 425
Interestingly, we found no convincing evidence that pre-insemination RI varied 426 between the four sampling sites, despite large differences in relative species 427 frequencies (Table 1) inseminations appear more frequent at species A-rich sites, unless the less 438 discriminatory individuals essentially occurred among males of species A. This 439 hypothesis thus also requires that mate choice be mostly exercised by males. Mate-440 choice experiments would help to evaluate these hypotheses. 441
The predominant contribution of prezygotic barriers to overall RI ( Figure 2H Table 1 . Formulations for null (in the absence of RI at a studied barrier) gene flow 467 due to females of species X and males of species Y (E0[GXY]), and for potential gene 468 flow following modification by the barrier (GXY 
